
Performance test for aerial lift operators 

Ratings:  = Satisfactory X = Unsatisfactory N/A = Not Applicable 

Operator: Department: 
Equipment Manufacture: Date: 
Model: 

1. Checked all items on pre-use inspection checklist, showing familiarity with the controls.

2. Knows equipment operating and manufactures instructions, and limitations.

2. Fall Protection – guardrail system in place, fall arrest system.

3. Inspected work site for hazards. I.e. drop-offs, floor obstructions, electrical hazards, etc.

4. Function test of lower control stations.

5. Planned route ahead, checked doorways.

6. Kept clear view of direction of travel and surrounding area.

7. Verified lift balance and stability.

8. Barricade work area.

9. Boom up, down, in and fully extend lift while maintain safe control of operation.

10. Turn lift 360 degrees right and left.

11. Maneuvered the lift if equipped with proper wheel drive train.

12. Turn off lift using the emergency stop function.

13. Lowered the basket for attempting to move the lift.

14. Maintained 3-point contact when entering and exiting. This includes two hands, one
foot, or two feet, one hand.

15. Deploy/setup and store outriggers – refer to owner’s manual.

16. Followed proper procedure at both start and finish.

Comments: 

Operator: Signature: 
Evaluator: Signature: 

Questions? Contact ASU Environmental Health and Safety 
at 480-965-1823 or email asuehs@asu.edu. 
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